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King Breaker
Since 9/11, the war in Afghanistan and the invasion of Iraq, the West has been fighting a ‘War on
Terror’, through force and through the building of new societies in the region. In this clear and
devastating account, with unparalleled access and intimate knowledge of the political players, Descent
into Chaos chronicles our failure. Having reported from central Asia for a quarter of a century, Ahmed
Rashid shows clearly why the war in Iraq is just a sideshow to the main event. Rather, it is Pakistan,
Afghanistan, and the five Central Asian states that make up the crisis zone, for it is here that terrorism
and Islamic extremism are growing stronger. Documenting with precision how intimately linked
Pakistan is with the Taliban and other extremist movements, while remaining the US’s main ally in the
region, Rashid brings into focus the role of many regional issues in supporting extremism, from nuclear
programmes to local rivalries, ineffectual peace-keeping to tyrannical rulers. For Rashid, at the heart of
the failure in Iraq is the US’s refusal to accept the need to build nations. Ambitious and urgent,
analyzing events, policies and personalities across the largest landmass in the world, Descent into Chaos
chronicles with chilling accuracy why Islamic extremism is now stronger than ever.

Soulmated
Set deep in the Milky Way galaxy, the beautiful planet, Kander, has been inhabited only by the Kalmar,
a race of Alphas and Omegas, until Earth’s humans arrived years ago and disrupted their peace. Since its
first dawning, Kander has been ruled by one Kalmar simply known as Kal, a supreme Alpha who
harnesses a god’s spirit. Charlie, an indignant human raised on Kander during the civil war, is beckoned
back after she escaped as a teen. Needing money and a job more than her pride, Charlie is hired to
retrieve a kidnapped Omega that was taken off-world. Charlie and her mercenary team work with Kal in
preparation of their mission. Together, she and Kal form a plan, however, Charlie soon learns intimate
details about Kal’s rare nature as a “female” Alpha. As Charlie and her team embark on the journey to
rescue the Omega, they are faced with startling questions about the true motives behind the kidnapping.
It was supposed to be just another job, but when Charlie starts to give a damn about both the missing
Omega and the enigmatic Alpha ruler, it leaves her in the crossfire. Dancing in the Darkness is a
53,000-word third-person sci-fi F/F romance Omegaverse novel. It is the first book in The Alpha God
series. It contains g!p material* as well as intimate scenes suitable for mature readers. This book does
have a cliffhanger and plot twists that carry through the series. G!P content. No rape. No cheating. No
shifters. No fempreg. But plenty of plot. *See the author's blog for more details about g!p, fempreg, and
other related terms.

Descent into Chaos
"It seemed to Caleb, the nature of human beings revolved around one empirical truth: we want what we
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cannot have. For Eve, it was the fruit of the forbidden tree. For Caleb, it was Livvie."What is the price of
redemption?Rescued from sexual slavery by a mysterious Pakistani officer, Caleb carries the weight of a
debt that must be paid in blood.The road has been long and fraught with uncertainty, but for Caleb and
Livvie, it?s all coming to an end.Can he surrender the woman he loves for the sake of vengeance? Or
will he make the ultimate sacrifice?Praise for Captive in the Dark (book 1, The Dark Duet) by CJ
Roberts:"This book doesn't just make you feel, it violently manipulates everything you think you know
about empathy, hatred, love, and compassion." --Amber, via Goodreads May 22, 2012"Some have asked
how it compares to Fifty Shades. I'd say, where Christian is fifty shades of f*&ked up, Caleb is 150
shades." --Swimmom4, via Amazon April 28, 2012

Dark Descent
Greek myth and forbidden romance meet in this exciting new urban fantasy. Brooding, leather jacketwearing Nyx Fortuna looks like a 20-something, and has for centuries now. As the son of the forgotten
fourth Fate, Lady Fortuna, he has been hunted his entire life by the three Sisters of Fate that murdered
his mother. Fed up and out for revenge, Nyx comes to Minneapolis following a tip that his aunts have set
up a business there. His goal to bring down his mother's killers and retrieve the thread of fate that has
trapped him in the body of a twenty year old unable to age or die. But when a chance meeting with the
mysterious, dangerous and very mortal Elizabeth Abernathy throws off his plans, he must reconcile his
humanity and his immortality.

Death's Hand
The long awaited follow up to the New York Times Bestselling Trilogy Monsters in the Dark. “Life
taught me an eternal love will demand the worst sacrifices. A transcendent love will split your soul,
cleaving you into pieces. A love this strong doesn’t grant you sweetness—it grants you pain. And in that
pain is the greatest pleasure of all.” Q made me the happiest esclave in the world. He gave me his heart,
his empire, his ruthless unforgiving love. And life finally left us in peace. A man like my maître has
special needs though, growing stronger as our lives intertwine. The only way to survive his monster is to
agree to all his desires. Including his latest wish. I’m his. And I won’t refuse. For new release alerts
please sign up to: http://eepurl.com/120b5

Virgil, Aeneid, 4.1-299
I was Lilith. He was Lucifer.Halloween night, one year ago, I sold my soul to the devil. Complete with a
blood rite and everything. I had less than nothing. He promised me the world. And then he disappeared,
taking my heart with him. But now, he's the one with everything to lose. A family. A name. A
reputation. I've still got nothing, but I'm clawing my way to the top, one body at a time. This Halloween,
things are going to be different. This Halloween, 'Lilith' is coming to take what's hers. Book 1 of the
Unsainted series. Dark romance.

Magicante
From New York Times Bestseller Pepper Winters comes the highly acclaimed USA Today Bestselling
Series: Monsters in the Dark. For the first time ever, the Monsters in the Dark trilogy is available in one
boxed set edition. REVEIWS: *6 STARS - BEST BOOK I'VE READ THIS YEAR!* Hook Me Up
Book Blog *6 out of 5 BRANDING stars!!! THE BEST BOOK OF 2013!* Prima Donna *5
DEVESTATING STARS* This is dark erotica at its finest - absolutely top-notch* Sinfully Sexy *5 OH
MY GOD STARS! Pepper Winters is without doubt now one of my most favourite authors and I can't
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see what her deliciously wicked mind comes up with next.* GOODREADS REVIEWER This is a story
of eroticism, horror, tragedy and ultimately undying and unwavering love. Included in the following
edition are the following books: TEARS OF TESS "My life was complete. Happy, content, everything
neat and perfect. Then it all changed. I was sold." Kidnapped. Drugged. Stolen. Tess is forced into a
world full of darkness and terror. QUINTESSENTIALLY Q "All my life, I battled with the knowledge I
was twisted fucked up to want something so deliciously dark. But then slave fifty-eight entered my
world. " Q may be a monster, but he's Tess's monster. TWISTED TOGETHER "After battling through
hell, I brought my esclave back from the brink of ruin. I sacrificed everything-my heart, my mind, my
very desires to bring her back to life." Q gave everything to bring Tess back. In return, he expects
nothing less.

Firemancer
From debut author Nina Varela comes the first book in an Own Voices, richly imagined epic fantasy
duology about an impossible love between two girls--one human, one Made--whose romance could be
the beginning of a revolution. Perfect for fans of Marie Rutkoski's The Winner's Curse as well as Game
of Thrones and Westworld. After the War of Kinds ravaged the kingdom of Rabu, the Automae,
designed to be the playthings of royals, usurped their owners' estates and bent the human race to their
will. Now Ayla, a human servant rising in the ranks at the House of the Sovereign, dreams of avenging
her family's deathby killing the sovereign's daughter, Lady Crier. Crier was Made to be beautiful,
flawless, and to carry on her father's legacy. But that was before her betrothal to the enigmatic Scyre
Kinok, before she discovered her father isn't the benevolent king she once admired, and most
importantly, before she met Ayla. Now, with growing human unrest across the land, pressures from a
foreign queen, and an evil new leader on the rise, Crier and Ayla find there may be only one path to
love: war.

Omega Groupie
Chaos has wrecked my home; my easy life has become a total messCreating a 'To Do' list has helped
ease the torment of each day.First, I have to figure out what happened to the two missing humans.Then I
need to get my best friend to forgive me for breaking his heart.Oh, and I also need to figure out what is
going on with these strange shadows.Last, but not least I have to figure out how this whole fated mates
business works.You'd think finding the person the Goddess chose for you would make things easier,
Yeah well, it doesn't.Will my life ever go back to normal?Or do I have to keep fighting every day like
it's my last

Mite
"One of the Truly Great Pieces of Historical Literature of all Time" --Norman F. Cantor, Inventing the
Middle Ages 66. Originally published: Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1898. 2 vols. xxxviii,
688; xiv, 691 pp. Reprint of the second and best edition. The History of English Law was the first
systematic history based on modern historical methods. It addresses the period before the Norman
Conquest in 1066, but deals primarily with the creation and establishment of the common law, a process
initiated in the reign of Henry II (1154-1189) and concluded in the reign of Edward I (1272-1307). The
first volume traces this history. The second volume treats the doctrines of the common law, including
tenure, the law of personal condition, status and estate, and the jurisdiction and communities of the land.
Gracefully written and enriched with countless references this is an essential book. First published in
1895, it remains a primary text for students of legal history and the social history of medieval England.
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Black Hearts
After saving the world, but sacrificing himself and Great Britain, Hellboy is cast into Hell, where he
finds many familiar faces and a throne that awaits him.

These Monstrous Ties
Kiss the dark prince? Or kill him. Prince Remy Toussaint of Dumonte is tall, broad-shouldered, and
darkly handsome. He's also sardonic and arrogant. When he was told he had to marry Queen Fleur of
Islaigne, he said she was ugly. That is not why she is going to kill him. She's above such a petty reason
for revenge. No, there's a plan. Once she puts it into motion, she'll be able to escape and return to her
home country and her throne. Remy's death is a means to an end, unfortunate but necessary. On their
wedding night, she'll end him and fake her own death. Except when the night comes, Remy doesn't
appear. Fleur's not pleased. Not only is this ruining her meticulous plan, but it's offensive. How dare he
not even try to deflower his new bride? Rather than killing Remy, she finds herself negotiating with him.
He offers her a deal. If she helps him topple his older brother and secure the throne for himself, he'll help
her get home. She ought to kill Remy like she planned. But she makes the deal instead. And it's got
nothing to do with his broad shoulders or his deep voice. Nothing at all. This fantasy romance is for you
if you like tough female leads, enemies with benefits, love triangles, duels to the death over women,
court intrigue, pirates, angsty bed hopping, redemption arcs, and scenes in which male characters are
regularly unbuttoning their shirts.

Fated
Dark Descent tells the story of Joie Sanders, a bodyguard, and Traian Trigovise, an ancient hunter,
meeting after a battle in a deep cave filled with mystery and wonder. Set in the Carpathian Mountains,
Joie, with her brother and sister go caving and come across the ancient warrior beset upon by several
vampires. They have no choice but to throw their lot in with the hunter and do their best to escape with
their lives from the underground labyrinth filled with ancient traps left behind by a powerful race. A
fantastic novella by Christine Feehan, never before published in the UK, and with exciting new material
available for the first time! Discover Piatkus Entice: temptation at your fingertips www.piatkusentice.co.uk

Broken by Lies
*~* A seductively hot, shifter romantic suspense novel by NEW YORK TIMES and USA TODAY
bestselling author, L.P. Dover. NO CLIFFHANGER *~* One girl. Two wolves. Promised to one.
Destined for the other. To escape the cruel, overbearing, Kade, the Yukon Pack alpha she’s been
promised to, Bailey Whitehill flees her home in search of a new life, one of freedom where she can
make her own choices. However, Kade will stop at nothing to make her his and begins the hunt. As
Bailey starts her new life, everything she’s known to be true, is not. Time is of the essence and choices
have to be made or consequences suffered. Not only does Bailey fear Kade, but another danger lurks
deep in the recesses of the forest. Unbeknownst to her, that danger is what she’s been searching for all
along. At the turn of the moon, her fate hangs in the balance . . . and it’s up to her to make the right
choice

I Take It Back
Benji You don't know what you're in for, Princess. Most days, I don't even know what I'm in for. Nearly
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a year out of prison, and I still can't find that remorse they tell me I should be looking for.And when you
come alongWell, my skeletons never did learn to stay in the closet for long.I can promise you a wild
ride.I just can't promise it won't break you. Book 2 of Vengeful.Dark Romance

The Perfect Stroke
Downfall
Book 1 of 3- A contemporary fiction novel that touches on many different genres- fantasy, suspense,
historical and more. Great for YA/Adult readers. This book is filled with thought provoking imagery that
will change your view of people in your life. Books 2 & 3 to be released soon. If you had the ability to
change someone's fate would you? Excerpt: Vivid dreams plagued me throughout the night; I could only
vaguely remember the earlier ones, but the last nightmare had woken me abruptly this morning leaving
me gasping for air. It had started simply enough, I was walking through a long meadow, my hands
outstretched, brushing the waist high grass. The sun was warm on my face. It was summertime, and I
wore a thin blue cotton dress adorned with tiny white flowers, wide straps across my shoulders, the
material tickling my calves. My hair was long and caught in a warm breeze, the chocolate brown tendrils
spinning like a kite tail behind me. Gabriel materialized in the field, his blue eyes matching the bright
sky. His smile was mesmerizing, his skin glowing. It was a radiant shine that brightened the day even
more. He wore brown pants and a plain white cotton shirt with no collar that was open at the throat as if
the clothes were from a different time. When I noticed him, his hands reached for me. I started towards
his direction, slowly at first and then picking up speed. The grass swished around me, and it was soft
under my bare feet. The faster I went the further away he was. He encouraged me, "Run, Jenna." I
smiled and tried to sprint. My foot became tangled in the grass, and I spilled forward, twisting, and the
meadow cushioned my fall. He was beside me in an instant, catching my head before it hit the earth. His
right hand grabbed mine, clutching it to his chest in a tender embrace. Gabriel's face was over the top of
mine, a concerned worry pulling his mouth into a frown. I dissolved into a fit of giggles, and he laughed
with me. He stared at me with such a longing; I shivered even now. Gabriel's expression became serious,
and before I could question him, he kissed me. I relished his warm lips as they push against mine,
capturing the moment like a photograph in my head. He pressed harder and then pulled away quickly.
When I opened my eyes his gaze was still upon me, but his features were now dark, and his crystal irises
clouded with worry. He whispered, "Run, Jenna." Suddenly I found the pasture empty; Gabriel was
nowhere in sight and in my hand there was a strange coin. Frightened, I tried to shout for him, but I
couldn't form any words. The green grass suddenly faded to grey and then to bare dirt. Surveying my
surroundings, I was shocked to find that I was in the middle of a cemetery with tombstones sticking at
awkward angles out of the ground. A scream froze in my throat as I stumbled to my feet. My dress was
dirty, and my feet caked with soil. I stumbled along, angry raindrops falling from a threatening sky. The
field was filled with hundreds of memorials, and I ran, weaving between them, careful not to touch a
single granite stone. Ahead of me was a large tree, thick and black, ominous. Under it, I could barely
make out a figure in the pouring rain. As I got closer, I swore it was my father's stature, facing away
from me. I moved towards it, trying to make it to safety as lightning cracked overhead. Mud flung from
my feet, leaving spotted dots on my dress but I didn't care. My slick, dirty hand grasped the token, my
hair now soaked. I came to stop outside of the perimeter of the tree, a distinct line between wet and dry,
like a waterfall with shelter behind it. I stood trembling, the rain coming down in sheets, the body just
out of reach. I took a breath and reached through the water curtain touching the person's arm. As they
turned, I gasped

Yes, Prime Minister
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Forced with the ultimatum to either go to medical school or face an arranged marriage, Laxshmi
becomes drawn to her new neighbor, Liam, who is secretly an empath seeking his psychic soulmate.

The History of English Law Before the Time of Edward I
LUNAI never asked for this. I never wanted this.But I've been forced into this life I never knew existed.
How do I begin to comprehend the reality of Fallen Angels?I'm surrounded by my worst nightmares and
greatest fears, but I'll be damned if I let them control me.You've consumed me without my permission.
Made a home inside of my blood without my asking.Now, I'm lost to you in every sense of the word and
I'm unsure if I want to find my way out. ELIJAHI never wanted you.I could have lived my entire
existence without you and been content.But now you're here and I'm hungry to destroy you.Eat you up
and taste the demonic shade of your blood.Because even if I don't want you, I can't help but crave
you.Trigger Warning: This book confronts potential triggers such as sexual assault, rape, blood and
violence. It also contains scenes in which sexual content is explained in explicit detail. Recommended
for ages 18+.

Turn of the Moon
From prison cell to the political limelight, and back again, there is no doubt that Tommy Sheridan tanned, handsome and armed with a soundbite for every occasion - was one of the most colourful figures
in the drab, dusty world of party politics. Yet behind the charismatic exterior of the man who first came
to public notice during the anti-Poll Tax movement and later led the Scottish Socialist Party to become a
strong voice in the new Scottish parliament was a deeply flawed, manipulative individual whose own
actions led to one of the most spectacular political downfalls in recent history. Written by his closest
political associate for over twenty years, and based on a raft of documentary and eyewitness
information, much of it appearing in print for the first time, this is the no-holds barred inside story of the
rise and fall of one of the most fascinating figures in recent Scottish politics. Combining elements of
tragedy, thriller and farce, it presents the stark, ugly truth behind Sheridan's victorious defamation action
against the News of the World in 2006 and subsequent perjury trial in 2010, which contained some of
the most dramatic courtroom scenes in Scottish legal history. Yet despite the lurid and sensationalist
aspects of Sheridan's life and career, this is also a serious exploration of wider political and
psychological themes which offers some salutary lessons at a time when public confidence in politicians
has seldom been lower.

Chinese Takeout
'The best book by far about the Iraq war' Guardian Iraq, 2005. A platoon of young soldiers from a U.S.
regiment known as ‘the Black Heart Brigade’ is deployed to a lawless and hyperviolent area south of
Baghdad. As the unstopping violence destroys their morale, the soldiers descend into brutality, substance
abuse and madness – with horrific results. Black Hearts is a timeless story of how warfare can reduce
men to animals. Told with insight and compassion, but with the magnetic pace of a thriller, it is one of
the defining books about the Iraq War. 'There have been many books about the Iraq war, but this is an
unusally gripping one A shocking story, vividly told' Max Hastings, Sunday Times

Je Suis a Toi
THE SECOND IN THE NEBULA AND LOCUS AWARD-WINNING SERIES One large step for
humankind… It’s 1961, and the Earth’s gaze is turning to Mars. The Moon colony is well established, but
tensions are rising on Earth—both from those who see themselves being left behind on a disaster-laden
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planet, and those who don’t believe in equality for all. But even with personal sacrifices and political
tensions, Elma York, the Lady Astronaut, dearly wants to go on the first mission to Mars—despite
everything that stands in her way. ‘The Lady Astronaut series might be set in an alternate past, but
they’re cutting-edge SF novels that speak volumes about the present.’ ―The Verge “In The Calculating
Stars, Mary Robinette Kowal imagines an alternate history of spaceflight that reminds me of everything
I loved about Hidden Figures.” ― Cady Coleman, Astronaut “This is what NASA never had, a heroine
with attitude.”―The Wall Street Journal

Aeneid
Two terrifying choices, but either way, something precious will be lost. A FATED FANTASY QUEST
ADVENTURE BUNDLE:includes Books 4-5, Broken and Divided Complete Series Now
Available!After escaping through another magical portal, a gruesome discovery is made: a devastated
and smoldering habitat with belongings strewn about and ruined. Just one thing is missing all the people.
An investigation commences and everyone is on high alert. With each new detail they uncover, the more
perilous the situation becomes. And soon, they find themselvesfugitives with no place to run from a dark
magic too powerful to fight. Tensions heighten when Meghan Jacoby discovers that her brother's dream
girl may be the key to ending this new dark power-she might even be the very threat causing it! At riskthe life of her brother versus the future of the entire world. It leaves Meghan with two terrifying choices:
Expose this evil and save her brother, the ultimate betrayal he'll never forgive because he'll lose the
dream girl he fought so hard to save, and would die for. Or, let him travel down a cursed path Meghan
cannot follow, but give the rest of the world a fighting chance to survive this rising evil. Her decision
will change both their lives, and either way, something precious is lost THE FATED FANTASY
ADVENTURE SERIES IS COMPLETEPlease Read in Order Starting with Book 1, AwakenBook 1:
AwakenBook 2: Shifting Book 3: EmbraceBook 4: BrokenBook 5: DividedBook 6: TakenBook 7:
ControlBook 8: ForsakenBook 9: SacrificeBook 10: RedeemBook 11: Ascend (The Final Book in the
Series)

Mad As a Hatter
The elves have come down from the sky in their ships, their countenances full of light and their bodies,
power. But they rule over us humans with iron fists, and without mercy.Vampires stalk the streets,
lurking in shadows and the cover of darkness. Their lust for blood is never sated, and the nights are filled
with the screams of their victims.I'm just a street rat, a trash picker. I didn't expect him to choose me.
The Prince of Elves could have anyone, so why me?Even as my heart sings at the elf's close proximity, I
still love the boy who left me, disappearing into the city's corrupt underworld. I don't even know if he's
still alive.Stars reign. Rebellion brews. And with my already uncertain future disintegrating into chaos, I
don't know who to turn to, or who to trust.

The Ghost Bride
CC Gray Lucas is everything I hate in a man. Cocky, rich, entitled and a player. He's a pro athlete and
his exploits are legendary-one of which was me. We had a one-night-stand. It was wild, passionate,
exhilarating and a big mistake. Except maybe it wasn't. Because the more time I spend with him and his
crazy family, the more I want him to stay But men don't staydo they? Gray The moment I saw Claudia
Cooper again, other women ceased to exist for me. She's smart-mouthed, tough-as-nails, and gorgeous.
She's perfect. I'm the man for her, the only man for her. She just doesn't know it yet. I have a reputation
for playing hard, fast and dirty. Love 'em and Leave 'em. What CC doesn't know yet, Is that I'm not
playing. I'm claiming her. Take a man who always gets what he wants, A woman who has learned not to
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want, A crazy mother and insane siblings And oh yeah add in a skunk just to make things interestingAnd you just might have The Perfect Stroke.

Dancing in the Darkness
Dark, devious and deliciously dirty. Vicente Bernal is not your typical hero. And he never expected to
fall in love From a New York Times bestselling author comes a BRAND NEW darkly romantic
suspense that will get your pulse racing, your thighs clenching and the pages turning. For Vicente
Bernal, truth is all he's known. The son of an infamous drug lord, Vicente was born to help run the
family business, which means he's been raised on a throne of sordid pasts and dirty laundry, violence
and pride. But when Vicente stumbles across someone he's not supposed to know about - a woman from
his father's checkered past - he sets out to California to find her behind his father's back. What Vicente
doesn't expect to find in San Francisco is Violet McQueen, the woman's twenty-year old daughter.
Beautiful and edgy with a vulnerability he can't resist, Violet tempts Vicente from afar and though he
promised himself he'd stay away from her, curiosity and lust are powerful forces. Besides, Vicente has
always gotten everything he wants - why shouldn't he have Violet too? Soon his wants turn into an
obsession, one that sweeps Violet into his games as they fall madly, deeply in love with each other, the
type of first love that can drive a person mad. But it's a love with tragic consequences. Both the truth and the lies - not only threaten to tear them apart, but threaten their very lives. Someone has to pay for
the sins of the fathers. And they'll be paying the price with their souls. NOTE: The duet's conclusion,
DIRTY SOULS, releases March 17

Monsters in the Dark
Love and tragedy dominate book four of Virgil's most powerful work, building on the violent emotions
invoked by the storms, battles, warring gods, and monster-plagued wanderings of the epic's opening.
Destined to be the founder of Roman culture, Aeneas, nudged by the gods, decides to leave his beloved
Dido, causing her suicide in pursuit of his historical destiny. A dark plot, in which erotic passion
culminates in sex, and sex leads to tragedy and death in the human realm, unfolds within the larger
horizon of a supernatural sphere, dominated by power-conscious divinities. Dido is Aeneas' most
significant other, and in their encounter Virgil explores timeless themes of love and loyalty, fate and
fortune, the justice of the gods, imperial ambition and its victims, and ethnic differences. This course
book offers a portion of the original Latin text, study questions, a commentary, and interpretative essays.
Designed to stretch and stimulate readers, Ingo Gildenhard's incisive commentary will be of particular
interest to students of Latin at both A2 and undergraduate level. It extends beyond detailed linguistic
analysis to encourage critical engagement with Virgil's poetry and discussion of the most recent
scholarly thought.

Into the Light
Elise Kavanagh doesn’t want to hunt demons anymore. It’s been five years since she killed her last
enemy, and life has been quiet since then. She went to college. Got a job, and then lost it. Made a friend
or two. Lived a normal life. Now her former partner, a powerful witch named James Faulkner, wants
Elise to fight one more time. The daughter of a coven member has been possessed, and Elise is the only
exorcist nearby. Becoming a hero again would mean risking discovery by old enemies. But digging into
the case reveals that it might already be too late–bodies are disappearing, demons slither through the
night, and the cogs of apocalypse are beginning to turn once more. Some enemies aren’t willing to let
the secrets of the past stay dead… keywords: urban fantasy, paranormal romance, urban fantasy romance,
werewolf romance, shapeshifter romance, angels, demons, science fiction romance, free urban fantasy
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novel, free books, free paranormal, exorcist, urban fantasy series

Seduced in the Dark (Special Edition)
THE COMPLETE FATED SERIES NOW AVAILABLE! When the blue moon rises the portal home
opens one last time This Collection includes Books 1-3 in the Fated Fantasy Adventure Series: Awaken,
Shifting, Embrace. A magical clan is on the run from an ancient enemy when they seek out a safe haven
in a campground off the coast of Maine. But when they're attacked, the long-forgotten world of magic
collides with the lives of three young friends who find themselves thrust into an unforgiving and exciting
new world--full of witches, rude books, terrifying visions, spine-chilling horror, and deadly flying
demons--just to name a fewWhen the attack ends and the magical clan flees through a portal to another
world, a young man has been accidentally left behind. The three friends are determined to help him get
back to his family but the portal only opens one more time, and not for another month--when the blue
moon rises. Plus, they've never fought in a magical war before--heck, they didn't even know magic or
witches were real!As time runs out, and their month-long battle for survival pushes them into a race
against the blue moon rising, the portal opens for the last time and they must find the courage to
overcome insurmountable odds, and battle terrifying creatures to get the young man back to his
family.And when it looks like they might fail and all hope is lost, help arrives from the most unexpected
of places, but ends in sacrificeTHE FATED FANTASY ADVENTURE SERIES IS COMPLETEPlease
Read in Order Starting with Book 1, AwakenBook 1: AwakenBook 2: ShiftingBook 3: EmbraceBook 4:
BrokenBook 5: DividedBook 6: TakenBook 7: ControlBook 8: ForsakenBook 9: SacrificeBook 10:
RedeemBook 11: Ascend (The Final Book in the Series)

Greek Reading Book, for the Use of Schools
Sometimes, playing with fire is the only way to save lives- Broken, Book Four in the Fated Saga Fantasy
Series.After fleeing from the Goblin King, the Svoda step through a new magical portal only to make a
gruesome discovery: a devastated and smoldering habitat with belongings strewn about and ruined. Just
one thing is missing the people.An investigation commences and the Svoda are on high alert. The longer
they stick around and more they discover, the more dangerous the situation becomes, once again
throwing all their lives into peril.Tensions heighten between Meghan and Colin Jacoby, when she
discovers that her brother's dream girl, Catrina, may just be the key to ending this new danger. She might
even be the very threat causing it!Meghan must make a choice. Risk losing her brother, someone she's
always looked after and protected, no matter what. Or risk the lives of hundreds, some of which have
never accepted her as one of their own, some who have become like family.Loyalties will be tested.
Courage, both won and lost.Hard lessons will be learned, the consequences, severe.Fated Saga Book
List:Book One: AwakenBook Two: ShiftingBook Three: EmbraceBook Four: BrokenBook Five:
DividedBook Six: TakenBook Seven: ControlBook Eight: TBABook Nine: TBA

Stars Descend
Descend into Madness Clara spent her whole life fighting in courtrooms for the downtrodden, the
strange ones, the abused. It's only natural that when a man with rabbit ears on his head comes to see her,
she doesn't blink an eye until he opens a portal and drags her to Wonderland. But this isn't the world
she's read about at home. This world has been twisted, poisoned by none other than the Red Queen.
There's a prophecy, the only chance Wonderland has of survival. Clara is foretold to defeat the Knave
and claim the Hatter's heart. But there's a problem. The Hatter is insane and Wonderland is full of
unspeakable horrors. Death waits behind every tree. If the Beezles don't get you, the Bandersnatch will.
Can Clara embrace the madness and her destiny, or will the reign of the Red Queen continue? This isn't
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the Wonderland you know**This is a Horror Romance retelling of Wonderland filled with all the
creatures and characters you thought you knew. It contains gore, adult themes, and a sexy Hatter. Each
book in the series can be read as a stand-alone, although, it is suggested to be read in order.

Strange Fates
For years, Bailey's life has revolved around his adoration for Lock. The young shifter abandoned all his
old hobbies and friends in order to worship the gorgeous rock star. Other people laugh off his theories
about the seductive singer being in the closet, but Bailey is a hundred percent sure that it's true. When he
doesn't manage to get tickets to Lock's latest concert, the omega fanboy comes up with a better plan.
He'll wait outside and get Lock to autograph his back, then get the signature tattooed. Nothing could
possibly go wrong. Lock Claybourne doesn't usually pop boners while making his way through crowds
of screaming fans. He's strangely attracted to the boy outside his show - and not just because of the bold
request that he makes. The electric hum that crackles between them is too intense to be imaginary. Lock
needs to see this particular fan again, even if he can't explain why. But loving Bailey doesn't fit with
Lock's bad boy image and not everyone profiting from his success wants what's best for him. (Omega
Groupie is Book 6 of the Fated Date Agency series. It also stands alone as a complete 200-page gay
shifter mpreg romance novel. Guaranteed HEA ending with no cliffhangers!)

Captured Memory (Fated Touch Book 2)
I spent the last year of my life missing out on epic college experiences. After the accident when I was
15, I refused to let anyone get close enough risk losing someone I loved again. That means no parties, no
boys, and definitely no hook ups; but my best friend Savannah has vowed to make sure this year is
different for the both of us. I'm not sure I can say no any longer when I meet two guys who are after me
for very different reasons. Could one of them be worth tearing down the walls I've built around myself?
Or will I lose everything if I let the other one close enough?

The Fated Sky
MITE (Book One) is the first of this gripping, thought provoking, Young Adult story of how a
seemingly positive, beneficial breakthrough in medical technology with many wonderful applications
can be corrupted for unscrupulous use by powerful companies and their corporate leaders and top
scientists. MITE is a cautionary tale loaded with drama, corporate conspiracy, exciting adventures and a
little teenage romance, Readers of author M.S. Antonucci's novel will be drawn to the charismatic
characters and their thrilling conflict. The very real possibilities of MITE's fantasy technology and this
absorbing story of its ominous effects on its innocent subjects will inspire readers of all ages to ask,
"What if?" A father walking towards the lifeless body of his daughter, Kailey, a fate brought on by his
own doing. He never thought that by enrolling her in a program meant for protection it would become
her biggest source of danger. MITE tells a story of a young couple driven into the scientific community
by their inability to naturally conceive. Once given a chance by a doctor with interests in a new form of
surveillance, their fears of the world around them leads the young parents to enroll in his program; a
decision that will change their lives and the life of their daughter. Spinning out of control, Allen begins a
drunken overprotective surveillance over the course of his daughter's adolescence. As tragic events
unfold, he is driven into an alcohol-induced madness which sends his daughter seeking freedom from his
parental control. Soon, an overlooked stipulation in the contract between him and the doctor shifts
Kailey from a patient to prey as the misguided program seeks to tie up loose ends. Now Kailey finds
herself part of a hidden resistance of like-fated former patients coping with a life of lies and the reality of
being hunted and their only option; to fight back.
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Break Me
A haunting, evocative and highly unusual romantic debut Seventeen-year-old Li Lan lives in 1890s
Malaya with her quietly-ruined father, who returns one evening with a proposition - the fabulously
wealthy Lim family want Li Lan to marry their son. The only problem is, he's dead. After a fateful visit
to the Lim mansion, Li Lan finds herself haunted not only by her ghostly would-be suitor, but also her
desire for the Lims' handsome new heir. At night she is drawn into the Chinese afterlife - a world of
ghost cities, paper funeral offerings, monstrous bureaucracy and vengeful spirits. Enlisting the help of
mysterious Er Lang (a dragon turned clerk) Li Lan must uncover the secrets of the ghost world - before
she becomes trapped there forever. Drawing on traditional Malayan folklore and superstition, THE
GHOST BRIDE is a haunting, exotic and romantic read perfect for fans of EMPRESS ORCHID and
MEMOIRS OF A GEISHA.

Broken
The Shifting World holds many wondrous mysteries and magics, but Jane finds herself unique among
them in her power to touch an object and have visions. That unique ability intrigues her grandfather
enough to lead them to the city of Rubris, a metropolis buried underneath an unhealthy fascination for
junk. They search for an item that will activate her ability and find one in the most unlikely object, an
old compass. The compass points in an unknown direction, but they quickly learn that it leads to trouble.
A mysterious guild wants the compass and will do anything to have it, including killing them. Jane
wants to ditch the compass, but she finds herself unable to throw away the cursed item. A deeper
impulse than survival keeps her holding onto the trouble. It's a feeling that both frightens and attracts
her, and she's left wondering if maybe fate is leading her to a greater destiny than she can imagine.
KEYWORDS: new adult, mystery, paranormal, supernatural, fantasy, folklore, folktale, folk tale,
legend, legends, myth, myths, action adventure, action, adventure, second chances, comedy, humor,
horror, free, freebie, free book, free books, book, books, free ebook, ebook, free novel, rich, quick read,
read, short, serial, series, college, funny, female protagonist, novel, secret, suspense, thriller, alpha male,
literature, story, stories, hero, fiction, box, box set, boxed, boxed set, romance, free romance, free
romance ebook, free romance ebooks, free romance book, free romance books, billionaire, wealthy,
millionaire, women's fiction, racy, legal, free romance novel, free romance books, billionaire romance,
seduction, sexy, sensual, urban, contemporary, 21st century, current, historical, past, demon, angel,
shifter, shapeshifter, wolf, dark fantasy, vampire, undead, immortal, ghost, witch, sorcery, dragons, epic,
elf, god, urban fantasy, dragon shifter romance paranormal romance, dragon wife, dragin, saint

Black Hearts
As the Prime Minister of the greatest nation to the north, boyishly handsome Bryce Gallagher gets
exactly what he wants, exactly when he wants it. He's never met a foreign dignitary he couldn't charm,
or an office assistant that didn't swoon with one panty-dropping smile. But Bryce has never met a
woman that's caught his attention. And then Juliette Alexandre walked into his life. Growing up on the
wrong side of the tracks requires grit, and Juliette Alexandre has it in spades. She's worked tooth and
nail for every accomplishment she's earned, which is why she is zero percent interested in the perfectly
round, incredibly taut, viral-worthy assets of her new boss, Prime Minister Gallagher. She's finally
landed the dream job, now she just has to avoid drooling over the sexy-as-sin Prime Minister every time
he shoots her that toe-curling grin. The fate of the country may depend on it.Warning: Get your passport
ready. You'll be crying, "OhCanadahhhhhhhhhhhh!" once Bryce sets his sights on you!

Dark Moon Descent
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Hellboy in Hell
Orloff Trenchant is a painter who sells books on West 4th Street in Manhattan and is obsessed with
mastering his craft. Desperate for cash, Orloff agrees to take a commission no one else will touch - he
has three weeks to carve a headstone for a recently deceased Chinese restauranteur - a Chinese takeout
box.

Crier's War
I had no idea how much I would love Alex the day he walked into my life. He changed everything. The
way I breathed. The way I thought. The way I loved. He brought me back to life. He gave me strength
and a safe place to land. And then he broke me. Finding Emilia was a chance to do something good for
once in my life. I wanted to change. She believed I was her savior. I ached to be. She found her way into
my heart and claimed it as her safe place. I should be telling her the truth about me…instead I break her
with lies.
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